
PARMA INCOMING
TRAVEL & DMC

Private Tailor-made Experiences and Events



Because no two journeys are ever the same, 
every moment must be savoured, making time 
for the small, wonderful details only experience 
and expert local knowledge can reveal.
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Truly discovering Parma means expertly crafting the experience each of us 
desires. This has been our mission for 20 years: inspired by our Parmesan 
heritage, we create personalised tours to suit your individual needs and wishes, 
so that you can explore, enjoy and learn about the Emilia Romagna in your own 
way. 

We offer a selection of experiences to choose from that reflect your interests, 
and accommodation to suit your taste, from hotels and period residences to inns 
and holiday farms. 

We organise private, customised and exclusive tours for visitors from all over the 
world, combining a range of experiences, local produce dégustation, overnight 
stays, tours by expert local guides, transfers and more, for unique, individual or 
group holidays of the highest quality.

As a DMC, we design incentive holidays, team-building and corporate events 
and conferences: passion and professionalism are our calling cards. 

Because knowing a place is not enough. We interpret this land through your 
perfectly tailored experience.

PARMA INCOMING TRAVEL:
TOUR OPERATOR AND DMC





PARMA AND
EMILIA ROMAGNA
Great music and sublime cuisine. Art, culture, nature and 
wellbeing. A unique, unmistakeable and unforgettable mix.

Parma is the musical heart of Northern Italy and the homeland of 
Giuseppe Verdi and Arturo Toscanini. Festival Verdi is an annual 
fixture, alongside the Stagione Lirica, Festival Arturo Toscani, the 
Niccolò Paganini Guitar Festival, the Stagione Concertistica di La 
Toscanini and other major musical events.

In 2015, Parma was declared a UNESCO Creative City of 
Gastronomy in recognition of the Food Valley's typical produce: 
Parmigiano Reggiano, Parma Ham, Culatello di Zibello, Salame 
Felino, Spalla Cotta di San Secondo, Black Truffle of Fragno, Porcino 
Mushrooms of Borgotaro, and Colli di Parma wines. Emilia 
Romagna holds the record for PDO and PGI products, with no less 
than 44!

A warm welcome in the Italian Capital of Culture 2020 awaits: 
discover Parma’s secrets as you explore its elegant town centre and 
soak up its culture. Beyond, lie the rolling Parma hills and 
expansive Po Valley: a thrilling landscape dotted with castles and 
fortresses, and splashed with the colour of autumnal beech forests.





The city of music par excellence, Parma becomes an 
international stage celebrating great musicians, 
composers and orchestra directors. Enjoy operas, 
concerts and performances in the land of such greats 
as Giuseppe Verdi, Arturo Toscanini, Renata Tebaldi 
and Carlo Bergonzi. 

Music resonates all year round in Parma, with Festival 
Verdi, Festival Arturo Toscanini, La Toscanini 
orchestra premiers, private MusicaParma concerts 
and other important musical events. 

OPERA & MUSIC
EXPERIENCES
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Every autumn, between September and 
October, the city honours Verdi by 
transforming itself into a stage for his 
operas, concerts, recitals, private concerts, 
whilst hosting talks by Verdi specialists and 
exclusive tours. Marvellous venues such as 
Teatro Regio, the jewel in Parma’s crown, 
the exquisite Teatro Verdi in Busseto and 
new, prestigious locations host Festival 
Verdi, winner of the International Opera 
Award for best festival ! 

As the whole city brims over with the love 
of music, you will find Verdi-themed 
window displays, art exhibitions, opera in 
the historic towns and much more.

As Festival Verdi’s tour operator partner 
since 2007, we design personalised Opera 
Tours combining the musical heritage of 
Verdi’s homeland with local cultural and 
culinary treasures in unique and exclusive 
musical experiences. 

The tour retraces the footsteps of Toscanini 
and explores Busseto, Roncole and 
Sant'Agata, where Verdi was born, lived 
and honed his art. 

It explores the Duchy of Parma and 
Piacenza, with its fascinating fortresses and 
castles, and Parma’s beguiling town centre 
and priceless works of art. 

Discover the world of Verdi in the places 
that helped forge his greatness.

FESTIVAL VERDI
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New music and timeless symphonies meet 
the talent of world-famous artists, 
composers and conductors in new 
festivals and concert seasons dedicated to 
Arturo Toscanini. 

Seizing the extraordinary opportunity that 
is Parma Italian Capital of Culture 2020, the 
city will host the first edition of Festival 
Arturo Toscanini, 6-20 June 2020: a 
programme celebrating the great 
conductor as a global symbol of Italian 
excellence, both for his musical genius and 
world-class performance.

Parma is enriching its own artistic heritage 
with a new musical venture, which will see 
the best international conductors 
performing in Auditorium Paganini, the 
acoustic marvel designed by Renzo Piano. 
Great orchestra directors will conduct the 
Filarmonica Arturo Toscanini, one of Italy's 
best symphony orchestras, joined by 
musicians from all over the world.

As La Toscanini's tour operator partner, 
we offer exclusive opportunities to 
experience and learn about music, 
including meeting artists, attending 
rehearsals and other personalised musical 
activities.

LA TOSCANINI AND
FESTIVAL ARTURO
TOSCANINI
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Prosit! Cheers! Auguri!

Experience the magic of New Year’s Eve in 
unparalleled style. What better way to 
honour the year gone by and usher in the 
new than a musical gala event at the 
illustrious Teatro Regio di Parma ? 

A scintillating evening of operetta 
performed by prestigious artists in one of 
the great temples of Italian opera. 

And for a fabulous finale: a toast with the 
artists !

Then celebrate New Year’s Day in Renzo 
Piano's sumptuous Auditorium Paganini, 
with a symphony concert performed by 
the Arturo Toscanini Philharmonic and led 
by one of contemporary classical music's 
most illustrious conductors: a joyous 
concert interweaving traditional pieces 
with beautiful contemporary music that 
will leave your heart singing and spirit 
soaring. 

NEW YEAR'S EVE
IN PARMA
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Experience private concerts with tenors, 
sopranos and talented musicians in 
evocative locations from Verdi's life.
Meet enthusiasts and experts on his 
operas. Enjoy tours by guides in period 
costume and hear anecdotes about 
Verdi's life whilst soaking up his most 
famous arias. Take a fascinating private 
tour backstage at Teatro Regio - the 
beating heart of this great theatre - to 
discover the secrets of costume design 
and scenography. 

MUSIC EXPERIENCES

BAROQUE MUSIC 

Chamber music and symphonies by 
illustrious composers performed by 
musical talents in spectacular historical 
settings. Be swept away by the beauty of 
Baroque, and marvel at the spectacular 
legacy of the great composers with their 
complex sonatas, allegros and adagios. 
A music walk to discover and enjoy the 
voices of the organs in old Parma's 
historical churches, with the possibility
of exclusive tours of wooden choirs and 
libraries closed to the public.





The Food Valley and Parma, the UNESCO Creative 
City of Gastronomy, are home to a world renowned 
array of delicacies. All the fruit of one perfect formula: 
love of the land, inter-generational knowledge and 
authentic, thousand-year-old traditions. 

Visit an authentic land of warmth and flavour. 
Explore traditional artisan food shops then soak up 
the lively atmosphere of the city whilst enjoying a 
“Made in Parma” aperitif - or apericena - in one of the 
prestigious bars, modern pubs or wine bars. Or dine 
on local specialities in one of our authentic restaurants 
fusing tradition and innovation.

Discover ALMA, the distinguished International 
School of Italian Cuisine, with one of our personalised 
experiences. A truly special ingredient to your 
exclusive Food Tour !

GOURMET
EXPERIENCES



A long journey from field to table that is 
worth every second: Parmigiano Reggiano 
PDO is made exclusively using natural, 
strictly local ingredients and localised 
processes. Discover how and where we 
make the “King of Cheeses”: visit farms 
and dairies, meet the dairymen who pass 
down their expertise to the next 
generation. Taste the product at various 
maturations, surrounded by towering 
shelves of cheese wheels, and learn the 
secrets of traditional recipes.

PARMIGIANO
REGGIANO PDO 

PARMA HAM PDO
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Air, salt, time and meat: the only four 
ingredients of Parma Ham PDO! The 
fragrant hills south of Parma, where sea 
breezes from Liguria caress the hams in 
their silent repose. Passion for an ancient 
tradition handed down from father to 
son. The harmonious fragrances and 
flavours of a rich and generous land.
The skill of master curers. This is what 
makes Parma Ham so authentic and 
delicious. Savour the delicacy's secrets and 
tantalising flavours, with the help of the 
producers themselves and expert local 
guides.
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An ancient Emilian tradition, passed like a 
baton (rolling pin!) from grandmother to 
granddaughter and mother to daughter. 
Anolini, tortelli, passatelli, tagliatelle… there 
are at least 23 forms of fresh pasta from 
Emilia Romagna, which are all combined with 
authentic local ingredients to create unique, 
simple and delicious dishes. Join a genuine 
rezdora (traditional pasta maker) to learn the 
secrets of Emilian pasta, or hone your 
knowledge of modern techniques with a top 
chef. Making fresh pasta by hand in Emilia 
Romagna is a treat not to be missed! 

HANDMADE 
FRESH PASTA 

CULATELLO DI
ZIBELLO PDO 

The Bassa Parmense on the banks of the 
River Po is the only production region of a 
highly-prized deli meat with an intense and 
captivating flavour: Culatello di Zibello PDO.  
Cold, long, foggy winters and hot summers 
create the ideal microclimate for producing 
the “King of Deli Meats”, expertly cured by 
master pork butchers. Meet the producer 
families who have inherited over 150 years of 
expertise, and taste this inimitable product 
in a timeless setting. Learn about the 
particular flavours and fragrances of the 
freshly sliced product, or why not try tying 
one yourself in a special lesson.  



Dark, dense and glistening with an intense,  
lingering fragrance: what else but 
Traditional Balsamic Vinegar PDO, the 
precious “black nectar” ?  You'll find this 
liquid treasure stowed in the timeless 
attics of ancient vinegar factories, 
breathing in the history, stories and 
anecdotes of the Modena and Reggio 
Emilia countryside. Savour its full bodied 
elegance with the producers themselves: 
custodians of the traditions and 
authentic casks handed down from one 
generation to the nexts. 

TRADITIONAL 
BALSAMIC VINEGAR 
PDO 
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TRADITIONAL AND
GOURMET ARTISAN
GELATO
Only natural ingredients ! An absolute 
must for Parma's internationally 
recognised gelato (Italy’s dense and 
intensely flavoured traditional ice cream), 
awarded “Best Italian Gourmet Ice Cream 
2019”. Creamy scoops of tantalising flavour 
atop of crispy, warm-coloured cones. 
Gelato is art! Create your favourite flavour, 
traditional or gourmet, in a few simple 
steps under the guidance of a master ice 
cream maker, to achieve delicious results 
that will thrill (and chill) the palate!
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Forest treasures to seek out, collect, cook 
and enjoy! Precious fruits grow in the rich 
soils around Parma's Apennines: Borgotaro 
Mushroom PGI and Fragno Black Truffle. 
Intense flavours of autumn, these valuable 
delicacies are the perfect complement for 
traditional mountain dishes. Enjoy a 
delightful excursion to the fragrant woods 
of the Parma Apennines, accompanied by 
expert local guides and their faithful, 
hardworking truffle dogs, to gather these 
delicacies before using them in a 
personalised cooking lesson at the end of 
the day.

BORGOTARO
MUSHROOM PGI & 
FRAGNO BLACK  TRUFFLE  

The brilliant colours of Rosso dell’Emilia, the 
generous bubbles of Lambrusco and the 
fruity notes of Chardonnay: flavours and 
fragrances of an authentic land where 
simple wines are made great. After a 
vineyard tour with an oenologist, visit the 
best wineries producing honest, authentic 
wines and learn how to pair them with other 
typical local products from a qualified 
sommelier. Relax and toast your holiday, 
whilst soaking up the scenery amid Parma's 
gently rolling hills.

WINEDERFUL
EXPERIENCE





Parma, the Italian Capital of Culture 2020, is a city 
steeped in art: from Romanesque and Medieval 
treasures to marvels of the Renaissance and 
Modern era. 

Away from the beaten track, this small jewel in 
Emilia Romagna’s crown houses countless 
wonders.

Visit Parma, where art, culture, monuments, 
castles, exhibitions and original new 
performances await.

ARTISTIC &
CULTURAL
EXPERIENCES



Parma is Italy's best city for culture, 
gastronomy and music,
hosting unmissable artists and cultural 
events and performances. 

Whilst honouring Italian culture with 
innovative performances and exhibitions, 
Parma also shares its own unique, more 
hidden, historical treasures with visitors for 
a rare and special experience. 

With its wealth of culture, warm, 
atmosphere, and beauty at every turn, 
Parma certainly deserves its title, as well as 
a visit to explore its secrets.

Guided tours and themed art itineraries, 
exhibitions and installations (to enjoy 
privately if desired), museums at night, 
theatre, music festivals and concerts, 
encounters with artists, debates and 
conferences, town square events, 
workshops and food and wine activities: 
this is #Parma2020 !

La Cultura batte il tempo ! 
Culture sets the tempo !

PARMA, ITALIAN
CAPITAL OF
CULTURE 2020
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The heart of the city is like a diary: its 
recounts its life story through monuments, 
masterpieces, iconic locations and beautiful 
music. On one of our personalised 
itineraries, you can discover and experience 
Parma and its old town, its medieval Piazza 
Duomo with Antelami's pink marble 
Baptistery and the imposing Cathedral, the 
16th century masterpieces by Correggio and 
Parmigianino, the Farnese Baroque of the 
Palazzo della Pilotta complex, housing the 
impressive Teatro Farnese, up to the 19th 
century and the glorious reign of Marie 
Louise, Duchess of Parma and wife of 
Napoleon Bonaparte, with the elegant Parco 
Ducal Park and spectacular Teatro Regio. 

THE HISTORICAL 
CENTRE OF PARMA

THE LAND OF 
GIUSEPPE VERDI

Roncole Verdi, Busseto and Sant’Agata: 
places woven into the fabric of Giuseppe 
Verdi's life and musical career, from his 
childhood on, forging and defining the great 
man's musical genius. Discover mementos, 
letters and photographs in the homes of the 
Maestro, enjoying exclusive access to his 
family's private rooms and to the museums 
and theatres devoted to him. 



The land of the glorious Dukedom (1545 to 
1859) is studded with forts, castles, historic 
residences and medieval, Renaissance and 
Baroque fortresses of timeless fascination, 
with towns and villages boasting 
thousand-year traditions.  Journey through 
time to discover the romantic and strategic 
Castello di Torrechiara, the sumptuous 
Reggia di Colorno, the enchanting Rocca 
Sanvitale di Fontanellato with its splendid 
moat and the inspiring Parco Culturale, 
with the world's largest bamboo labyrinth: 
Labirinto della Masone.

CASTLES OF THE DUCHY
OF PARMA, PIACENZA
AND PONTREMOLI

EMILIA

Bounded by the Po River and the 
Apennines, Emilia incorporates the heart of 
the Food Valley. Parma, Reggio Emilia and 
Piacenza: three symbolic cities of a rich 
culture founded around 2200 years ago 
along the Roman trunk road Via Aemelia; a 
place as authentic and genuine as the 
locals waiting to welcome you. 

Savour an immersive journey through art 
and nature and authentic, ancient flavours. 
Experience the changing landscapes of 
Emilia, united by a shared passion for 
tradition, for the architectural icons of its 
cities and for the wealth of local but 
world-famous delicacies.

Taste authenticity in beautiful Emilia !
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Join us on cultural journeys from Parma 
and Emilia Romagna, through the regions 
of Italy from north to south. Discover only 
the best of our beautiful, enchanting 
country, its historical cities, renowned the 
world over for their artistic wonders and 
culinary delights.

A customised itinerary including Parma, 
UNESCO Creative City of Gastronomy and 
Italian Capital of Culture 2020; Modena 
with its imposing Romanesque cathedral, 
Traditional Balsamic Vinegar and the roar 
of Ferrari engines; UNESCO Creative City of 
Music, Bologna, with its expansive arcades; 
Ravenna, boasting Early Christian mosaics 
and other Byzantine testaments to 
supreme mastery of the art; and 
prestigious destinations nearby such as 
Milan, Cremona, Mantua, the Cinque Terre 
and Lake Garda.

ITALIA 
LIFE-STYLE
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Bounded by the Po River and the 
Apennines, Emilia incorporates the heart of 
the Food Valley. Parma, Reggio Emilia and 
Piacenza: three symbolic cities of a rich 
culture founded around 2200 years ago 
along the Roman trunk road Via Aemelia; a 
place as authentic and genuine as the 
locals waiting to welcome you. 

Savour an immersive journey through art 
and nature and authentic, ancient flavours. 
Experience the changing landscapes of 
Emilia, united by a shared passion for 
tradition, for the architectural icons of its 
cities and for the wealth of local but 
world-famous delicacies.

Taste authenticity in beautiful Emilia !



Slow time down and lose yourself in Parma’s 
hills. Like others before you, fall in love with 
the enchanting, green woods and exhilarating 
views, overwhelmed by their simple beauty 
and a deep link to nature nurtured by an 
ethos of total respect for the environment. 

Relaxing and high-quality “slow” immersion 
experiences inspired by biodiversity and 
nature. Travel by foot along historic routes like 
the Francigena Way, or in the latest 
eco-friendly Tesla car. 

If life is fast, travel slow !

SLOW TOURISM
EXPERIENCES 



It is always the right time to luxuriate in the 
peace and natural splendour of this little 
corner of paradise. It is the perfect spot, 
between Parma and the picturesque 
Cinque Terre in the heart of Emilia, to 
recover from city life and let the serene 
landscape, authentic food and genuine 
people soothe the soul.

Enjoy a meditative and eco-friendly drive 
along panoramic roads down into the 
valley, behind the wheel of the ultimate 
luxury electric car: the Tesla. A unique 
opportunity to experience Parma’s hills in 
all their glory.

Your host, a chef, agriculturalist, 
viticulturalist and livestock farmer who 
has chosen to live in harmony with nature, 
will treat you to organic meals, regale you 
with fascinating stories and even share 
some recipes.  As well as the art of seasonal 
cooking, learn how to forage for porcini 
mushrooms, truffles and other fruits of the 
forest with local experts. Or simply devote 
yourself to wildlife watching or trout fishing 
in the valley’s crystal clear streams.

An organic holiday farm is the perfect 
choice for total relaxation. But how does a 
fascinating medieval castle sound? Steeped 
in history, Alta Valtaro is home to castles, 
ancient settlements and traditional artisan 
workshops. 

Quieten the mind and revive your senses. 
Alta Valtaro awaits !

SLOW FOOD
EXPERIENCE IN
ALTA VALTARO  
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Discover the beauty of Parma’s old town by 
bicycle with a local guide and food and 
wine expert. 

Enjoy the most iconic sights of the city, 
historical monuments and gardens, and 
taste the authentic flavours of traditional 
artisan fare.

And why not take a panoramic, mountain 
bike or e-bike tour through the Food 
Valley? 

Visit Parmigiano Reggiano, Parma Ham 
and Vini dei Colli di Parma wine producers 
as you explore Parma’s rolling hills in the 
imposing presence of Castello di 
Torrechiara. 

Our customisable itineraries always 
combine scenic bike rides of varying length 
and difficulty with other activities involving 
local culture, nature and food and wine. 

A day out on two wheels is a great, 
eco-friendly way to explore the region at a 
leisurely pace in sync with nature. 

A holiday within a holiday for adventurers 
of all ages.

BIKE & E-BIKE 
EXPERIENCES
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Meetings, team-building activities, events and 
conferences: Parma is the right destination 
for your event. It offers a range of practical and 
competitive options, combining world famous 
delicacies with cutting edge technology.

With our trademark passion and 
professionalism, not to mention 20 years in 
the region, we are your ideal partner. Let us 
launch your event in style. 

Choose Parma at this extraordinary time, with 
the city celebrating its Italian Capital of 
Culture 2020 title, and exclusively reserve 
unique exhibition and museum spaces with 
special openings.

DMC
& MICE



The city’s strategic location between 
Milan and Bologna makes Parma an 
excellent solution for anyone wishing to 
hold an event more unusual and engaging 
than the norm. Parma, UNESCO Creative 
City of Gastronomy and Italian Capital of 
Culture 2020 boasts impeccable, luxurious, 
but also intimate and elegant hotels, with a 
total of 1,800 rooms. It is the perfect hub 
for successful corporate events, meetings 
and conferences in illustrious locations, 
such as the Farnese Theatre and 
monumental Palazzo della Pilotta 
complex, the Palatina Library, the Voltoni 
del Guazzatoio and other evocative spaces 
steeped in history. 

Perhaps the splendid Teatro Regio opera 
house, with 1150 seats, or its Sala del 
Ridotto, the foyer, with 180 seats. There is 
Renzo Piano’s more modern Auditorium 
Paganini and Spazi Ipogei, with 780 and 
340 seats respectively; or APE Parma 
Museo’s elegant rooms full of artworks. 
Pala Verdi is suitable for major events and 
conferences, with 3,500 seats. Beyond the 
city, is the charming Labirinto della 
Masone, a maze created by the eclectic 
publisher Franco Maria Ricci, with a 
maximum capacity of 420 and spacious 
outdoor courtyards. And in the hills lies 
Castello di Felino: perfect for exclusive 
events of up to 350 people. 

Parma an inspirational events and MICE 
destination !

WHY PARMA ?
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Our job is to meet your expectations. As 
your partner and an invaluable, local 
expert, we help you design your event, and 
organise and manage the various steps to 
success. 

Each event is customised, and we are 
always ready to take on new challenges 
and discover new solutions. 

National and international corporate and 
team building events, conferences, gala 
dinners, private concerts and leisure 
activities. A private platform for your online 
hotel booking. Just some of the services we 
have been offering for 20 years.

We are subscribed to MEPA, the Business 
to Government e-commerce platform, and 
a trusted partner of various important 
institutions. 

We ensure the high quality of our services 
through collaborative relationships with all 
our local operators, who make it possible 
for us to achieve our goals.  

Because people make quality !

WHY PARMA
INCOMING ?
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We design unique team-building solutions 
inspired by the local area, with themes 
ranging from music, food and wine, 
sports, history and green living. Over 20 
years, we have developed the skills and 
professionalism to deliver the innovative, 
engaging team-building activities you need 
to add value to your company, be they 
training oriented or purely for fun.

In collaboration with our high-quality local 
partners, we provide unique corporate 
training solutions, involving orchestras, 
rugby teams, haute cuisine chefs and 
even powerful electric cars and race 
tracks, for team building with a 
difference. 

Our portfolio of locally inspired leisure 
activities also includes cookery master 
classes, sensory dégustations, interactive 
treasure hunts in the museums of Parma’s 
old town, musical master classes and 
themed bicycle tours. And we are always on 
the lookout for new formats. 

Choosing the right team-building activities 
is no simple task: we are here to help you 
design the most suitable experience for 
your company, based on your 
requirements, goals, time and budget.

TEAM BUILDING
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Since 2001, we have organised 
conventions, conferences, corporate 
events and incentive holidays for between 
20 and 4000 people, always with the 
utmost attention to detail for excellent 
results. 

We design our strategies and manage all 
services - from logistics to relationships 
with suppliers and technical partners - and 
leisure activities, to make each event 
unique and unforgettable. 

Working closely with local MICE-sector 
organisations, we are the perfect partner 
for anyone seeking to hold a memorable 
event in the region.

We employ multilingual staff to manage 
national and international events.

Our experience and the quality and 
breadth of our services have won the trust 
of many leading private companies and 
public bodies, who choose us to organise 
their events.

Our solutions are always personalised: 
tailored to your company, requirements 
and budget.

CONFERENCES AND
CORPORATE EVENTS
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OUR
SPONSORS 

Andromeda's Srl brags an experience of beyond 30 years 
in the vehicles rental business.  We are able to satisfy 
all the different typologies of transportation services, 

guaranteeing You maximum safety and professionalism. 
We also specialize in transporting people with disabilities 

by providing our customers vehicles from 9 seats 
with electro-hydraulic lifter.

Tourist Transportation with Coach GT for National and International Travel 
  with drivers specialized in this area.

Buses, Minibuses and Cars Rental with driver.
Shuttle and Transfers service from/to Hotels, Airports...

School Transport.
Special services for Disabled Transportation.

Andromeda's is certified by Bureau Veritas ISO 9001:2008
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Agricola Ritorno al Futuro, Salumificio La 
Perla, La Toscanini, Antica Corte Pallavicina, 
Il Borgo del Balsamico, Ebike-Tour, 
Energetica, Ape Parma Museo, Zebre 
Rugby Club, Paganini Congressi, Labirinto 
della Masone, ALMA Scuola Internazionale 
di Cucina Italiana.

First edition printed in September 2019



Because knowing a place is not enough. We 
interpret this land through your perfectly 
tailored experience.

Parma Incoming Travel



Crisopoli Travel by Parma Incoming
Tour Operator & DMC for Parma and Emilia Romagna

Via Abbeveratoia 63/a - 43126 Parma, Italy
Tel. +39 0521 298.883 Fax +39 0521 298.826

info@parmaincoming.it

www.parmaincomingtravel.com
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